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1 INTRODUCTION
This handout comprises two files. LampasHandout.pdf is the text of the handout plus
photos of the samples. The corresponding wif files are supplied in a second file,
Lampasdrafts.zip from which all the drafts shown in the Handout are contained.
Lampas and Beiderwand are known as ‘compound weaves’, that is, the cloth is created
from two different weaves. They are closely allied to double weave. In a double weave,
there are two separate fabrics which can be interchanged, top for bottom, or stitched
together to form a sturdy integrated fabric. One characteristic of double weave is that,
with two fabrics being interchanged, the appearance on both sides is similar. This is
not so with Lampas and Beiderwand which has areas of double weave and areas of
integrated cloth. Lampas is the genera term for all such compound weaves but has
come to be used only when one or both of the weaves is on more than 2 shafts, leaving
the term Biederwand for 2 shaft weaves.
Lampas consists of two fabrics where the main cloth has the optimum sett for the warp
yarn while the secondary warp has half the sett (1:2 lampas or biederwand) or a quarter
(1:4 lampas). Higher ratios are possible but would result in very long floats on the front
of the cloth. This assumes that the two warps have the same grist (grist is the measure
of length per weight, that is, yards per pound or metres per kilo). The secondary warp
can have any weave but stays in the background and has a looser weave. The secondary
warp ‘ties down’ the pattern wefts and the weave is best selected for an attractive
pattern of tie downs, that is, tabby or twill of some sort. The front cloth (main or
pattern) can be plain or some form of twill or satin but this requires more shafts.
For example, if Shafts 1 and 2 are used for plain weave secondary, then we could have
Shafts 3+4, Shafts 5+6, Shafts 7+8 for three blocks of plain weave for the main cloth
when using 8 shafts
A second example would be using Shafts 1 to 4 for twill secondary and Shafts 5 to 8 for
twill main but this would not allow for more than one block. If the loom has more
shafts, there are more options for pattern design.
A more complex example would be a five end satin for the main cloth. If a tabby was
used in the secondary cloth, 32 shafts would allow six blocks in the main weave. With a
32 shaft loom, it is possible to have an 8 shaft damask on Shafts 1 to 8 (secondary) and
a choice of tabby (12 blocks), twill (6 blocks) or 8 shaft damask (3 blocks) for the main
weave.
Beiderwand is a simple version of Lampas and is always plain weave using Shafts 1 and
2 for secondary and Shafts 3 to 8 for main giving three blocks. More shafts will give you
more blocks.
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In Lampas and Beiderwand, an odd and an even thread of the main cloth must be
threaded next to each other while the secondary threads appear one at a time. So on 4
shafts,a 1:2 lampas would be threaded 1, (3,4), 2, (3,4). If the Lampas was 1:4, the
threading would be 1, (3,4,3,4), 2, (3,4,3,4). Main weave warp thread in brackets.
From these remarks which will be amplified later, it can be seen that a single threading
will not be able to cover all possibilities for the samples and some rethreading will be
needed.
The sample in this handout were oven on 12 shaftsThe drafts for samples on 12 shafts
are discussed in the text but the actual drafts are presented in Ref 6. Both wif and
Fibreworks files are supplied. Sample drafts for 8 shafts are also contained in Ref 6.
Wif files are ‘weaving information files’ and a standard form of file interchange for
drafts. All weaving software should contain a facility for importing wif files. The suffix
‘wif’ is used on the files to identify them. Thus a Fibreworks file might be
Lampas023.dtx and the corresponding wif file would be Lampas023.wif.
Figure 1 shows a Lampas length

Figure 1 Lampas in cotton. Design by Pat Foster based on SW native American Chaco
pottery
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2 HISTORICAL
Historically, Lampas and Beiderwand have been used for totally different purposes.
Beiderwand has been much used for bed covers, bed hangings and table linen in
Germany and Nordic countries, whence it arrived in the United States and was very
popular in the 18th and 19th centuries for bed covers which were often woven with a
linen warp. If woven with a thick wool pattern weft, the fabric is thick and warm.
Note that there are good examples to be seen in the American museum at Claverton
Manor, Bath and, of course Museums in the USA. I personally have seen a fine
exhibition of Biederwand coverlets in Denver Museum.
Lampas was very popular in France in thee 18th and 19th centuries and was used for
high grade silk fabric for use as dress materials but also in slightly thicker yarns as
curtains and other furnishings. Figure 2 shows a metallic thread and silk lampas from
Lyons woven on a Jacquard loom. Note the back cloth which is of fine yarn and quite
loosely woven.
Figure 3 shows a lampas woven by Pat Foster on a 32 shaft Megado. The warps were
60/2 silk and the pattern weft was 60/2 doubled.
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Figure 2 Modern sample of lampas from Lyons woven on a 19th century Jacquard
loom. The warp and weft of the back cloth are of grey silk. Note that the back view is
much looser than the front. The front is of silk and metallic thread. This is a typical
example of dress fabric lampas which was very popular in the 19th century.
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Figure 3 Lampas tulips woven in 60/2 silk. Pat Foster
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Figure 4 Lampas flowers woven in 60/2 silk on a 32 shaft loom. Pat Foster
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3 Beiderwand Drafts
It is best to start weaving samples with Beiderwand as it is simpler and will give a good
idea of how the compound weave works. In Beiderwand, plain weave is used in the
main and secondary cloth. Thus, on a 12 shaft loom, the secondary warp will be on
Shafts 1 and 2 and the main warp on Shafts 3 to 12 giving 5 blocks.
It is assumed here that a 12 shaft table loom is available which will allow for 5 blocks of
plain weave in the main cloth. Drafts for an 8 shaft loom are given in Ref 6. The length
of the warp for samples should be three metres. If the warp is longer than four metres,
then there may be tension problems after three metres and it would be better to use
two warp beams. Given that these are to be samples, this can be avoided by keeping the
length of the warp to three metres.
Because this weave is partially a double weave, it is possible to ‘stitch’ the double c loth
sections together giving a much firmer cloth. Both stitched and unstitched drafts will
be presented and discussed.
Use 10/2 or 12/2 cotton for the warps. The same colour can be used for both warps or
the secondary warp can be of another colour and a slightly smaller grist, say 12/2 if
10/2 is used for the main warp. The sett should be 24 epi for the main (tabby) weave in
a 10/2 cotton. The secondary warp is a 1:4 ratio so the secondary sett is 6 epi, giving a
total sett for the cloth as 30 epi. If a 10 dent reed is used, this will be used with 3
threads to a dent. If a 12 dent reed is used, it should be sleyed as 3,2,3,2 - - -. There are
two options for the sleying. Each unit is Shafts 1 or 2 followed by Shaft n, Shaft n+1,
Shaft n, Shaft n+1, giving a unit of 5 threads. If these are sleyed as the first two in the
first dent and the rest (3) in the second dent, there will be reed marks because the main
cloth is sleyed as 1 in one dent and 3 in the next. So it should be sleyed as the first three
threads followed by the next two of the unit. Care should be taken in considering the
effect of the reed.
The samples shown here had all the warp threads the same colour but it is better to
have a different colour in the secondary effect for samples as it shows up the weave
effects better. The weft was the same as the warp for the main cloth but used a dark
blue 6/2 cotton for the pattern weft. Two shuttles are required.
The draft for the cloth is shown in Figure 5 for a single pattern repeat of 100 ends.
Three repeats were threaded giving 300 threads in all. A floating selvedge should also
be included. It should be noted that the draft does not show the final cloth, partly
because the thick threads (in Figure 5, they are blue) are not properly indicated and
partly because it contains sections of double weave where some warp threads slid
under others.
The tie up is very important and is shown in Figure 6. Note the four coloured sections,
each of which controls a different part of the weave.
Section 1 coloured pink controls the main structure
Section 2 coloured yellow controls the stitching
Section 3 coloured green control the secondary cloth
Section 4 coloured blue controls the pattern
Figure 5 shows nothing in Section 2, so there is no stitching in this draft.
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Figure 5 Complete draft for unstitched Beiderwand. The lack of stitching means that
where there are large areas of the main cloth, it is double cloth and the two cloths can
easily be separated vertically.
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Figure 6 Tie Up for Beiderwand. Note the four marked sections

Figure 7. Back and Front of Unstitched Beiderwand. The sample cloth. The sections of
tabby orange clearly show they are double. The pattern blue yarn is held down by the
secondary warp and so appears as rows of dots on the reverse of the fabric.

Stitched Beiderwand
It is possible to stitch together the two fabrics of a Lampas weave. This
makes the fabric more secure. Small changes to the treadling are required.
Exactly the same threading as for the unstitched fabric was used but the tie-up now has
entries in Section 2 (Figure 8). The final samples are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Tie Up for Stitched Beiderwand. Only the stitched section has been altered.

Figure 9 Stitched Beiderwand. The sample cloth. The sections of tabby orange are now
stitched down giving the front a different appearance whereas there is no change in
appearance of the back.

Comments
Biederwand gives more blocks than Lampas because it uses only tabby. The
appearance is changed by the use of stitching. Some care must be taken with the warp
sett.
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4 Lampas Drafts
Lampas requires a choice to be made of the type of weave in the main and secondary
weaves. As discussed in the previous section, Beiderwand is the special case when both
cloths are tabby. With lampas, the draft designer has the option of using any weave but
at the expense of extra shafts. Since the current illustration is limited to 12 shafts, it
was decided to use a twill on Shafts 1 to 4 for the secondary weave and tabby for the
main weave, thus allowing four blocks for the pattern. If a 4 shaft twill had been used
for the main weave, the number of blocks would only be two. The more complex
structure of satin would clearly need many more shafts. For example, if 32 shafts were
used with a 5 shaft satin in both main and secondary, then only 5 blocks would be
available for the pattern.
Several drafts have been created for the Lampas samples but all use the same
threading. These are included in the zipped up file of wif drafts[6].
The Lampas fabric as illustrated have 1:2 ratio and the draft is shown in Figure 10. The
tie-up is shown in Figure 11. This has the same four sections as for Biederwand (Figure
6) but four shafts are devoted to the secondary weave. The resulting woven fabric from
this draft, which is unstitched, is shown in the lower part of Figure 12. The upper part
of Figure 12 shows the same cloth when stitched. Figure 13 shows the tie up for the
stitched cloth and there are now entries in the Section 2. The cloth itself has a quite
different appearance from the unstitched cloth and also has fewer picks per inch which
distorts the pattern . This should be compared with the Beiderwand stitched cloth. The
difference is that, in the Beiderwand, the ratio of secondary to main was 1:4 and there
were only two shafts in the secondary cloth but, in the lampas, the ratio is 1:2 and there
are four shafts in the secondary cloth. This means that there are far more stitches in the
Lampas. If it is essential to have stitching, then using a liftplan should be considered
where the stitching can be inserted individually.
The diagonal twill lines show up well in Figure 12. Other types of twill can be used as
shown in Figure 14 where the secondary cloth uses a 2:2 twill in the lower part and a
broken 2:2 twill in the upper part. It is also possible to use a point twill in the
threading which produces an attractive effect.
Figure 15 shows the effect of using several different thickness of pattern yarn. This is
with an unstitched cloth. As the yarn used thickens, there are fewer picks per inch but
the effect is not marked.
In conclusion, there are several points to be cautious about when designing Lampas.
1. A selection has to be made of the secondary to main weave ratio
2. A selection has to be made of the weave type in both secondary and main
3. A decision has to be made whether to stitch or not. The samples shown here
have deliberately had a large area where the double cloth shows up. The
advantages of stitching is that it makes for a very sturdy cloth which is very
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suitable for home furnishing, cushions, upholstery and so on but it may spoil the
appearance.
4. The draft has to be created carefully if a balanced weave is wanted. All the above
factors have to be considered together along with the selection of the yarns.
5. It is essential to sample both Beiderwand and Lampas before starting out on a
major project.

Figure 10 Draft of Lampas 1:2 ratio with 4 shaft twill secondary
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Figure 11 Tie Up for 1:2 Lampas with twill secondary
Note the four coloured sections, each of which controls a different part of the weave.
Section 1 coloured pink controls the main structure
Section 2 coloured yellow controls the stitching
Section 3 coloured green control the secondary cloth
Section 4 coloured purple controls the pattern
Figure 10 shows nothing in Section 2, so there is no stitching in this draft.
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Figure 12 Samples of 1:3 twill in secondary. The lower section is unstitched while the
upper section is stitched
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Figure 13 Tie up for stitched cloth. 1:3 twill Compare with Figure 11.
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Figure 14 Two samples of different twill patterns in the secondary weave.
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Figure 15 Examples of using different thicknesses of pattern yarn
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5 SUGGESTIONS
Further samples can be created on 12 shafts. For example
1. Use a point twill on four shafts for the secondary weave. Be aware that the floats
in the pattern will be over 5 threads not three.
2. Try a twill in the main weave
3. Examine the effect of using very thick pattern yarn
4. Use a thinner, different coloured yarn for the secondary weave.
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